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We assume that in a newborn infant an unwarped highly plastic bio-energy 
system emerges from the womb, and that from then onward it will be 
influenced by a multitude of various environmental impacts. The impinging 
impressions will begin to form the infant's specific type of reaction to pleasure 
and to sorrow. This is true, provided that no major harm had already been 
infiicted in the uterus. But let us, for the sake of clarity, separate the prenatal 
and the postnatal development. They can be kept separated, although a pre-
natal damage suffered will to a certain degree determine the manner in which 
postnatal stimuli are absorbed and structuralized. 

h seems best to conduct our inquiry along the tines of a concrete case. What 
matters here is whether or not and in what manner we can apply our base of 
operation in the concrete single case. What obstacles do we encounter if we 
decide to "let only the interest of the child determine the course of euents and, 
if at ali possibk, nothing cise?" The "nothing cise" is, of course, exaggerated 
here and not fully applicahle in daily social life. We are prepared that for 
centuries to come thwarted life will infringe upon healthy, newborn life and 
will cause more or less harm. However, it is crucial for the general line of 
procedure as well as for the attainment of some degree of success in the OIRC, 

to learn to ¡unge the obstacles to this undertaking as they arise in daily life. 
The mother of the infant to be discussed in the following pages was chosen 

from arriong a small group of applicants as one of the "fairly healthy" 
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mothers. Biologically she appearecl outgoing, direcr, with no major twists 
in her character structure. She had been happily married for several years. 
Special requirernents of her husband's job in the Army had prevented tilem 
so far from having a baby, which they greatly desired. The mother was a 
pretty, sexually anractive woman of thirty. The first biophysical examination 
revealed a strong body, a warrn radiating skin, sparkling eyes, full, scnsuous 
lips, well-forrned limhs and torso, relaxed and calco behavior. 

She could express emotions of any kind freely, which is a major indication 
of free-flowing bio-energy. She could cut ugly faces, snecr, growl, sacam, 
show anxiety in her eyes, open her eyelids fully, wrinkle her forehead, bite 
and hit strongly with her fisis ar an imagined hated object. The gag reflex 
was fully developed. Her eyes had a deep, serious, penetrating look full of 
contact like the look of a deer. 

The essential point in the examination of a future mother is, of course, her 
thighs and her peivis. Not only the mechanical routine functions, such as 
width of the entrance and exit of the peivic bone structure, normal position 
of the uterus, absence of retroversion and prolapse, absence of trichomonas 
vaginalis, absence of cervical lacerations and erosions, of fibromatous and 
myomatous growths in the uterus, and regular and painless menstruations 
are essential. These things are matter of fact to any good obstetrician. What 

matters here is whether or not any armoring can be found in the pelvic seg-

men!. 
Group A in the OIRC does not accept mothers with armored pelvic segments. 

The reason for this is obvious. A pelvic armar precludes orgastic diseharge, 
reduces the vitality of the genital organs and thus impedes full bio-energetic 
functioning of the fetus; in addition, it renclers the total emotionai system 
more vuinerable to strains and stresses of family difficulties, pregnancy dis-
orders and the delivery itself. We did not absolutely refuse mothers with 
armored pelves; bui we registered them in Group B, that is, with the inten-
tion of studying in due time the exisrencc ar nonexistcnce of damage to the 
fetus growing in a spastic utcrus. Little is known about the influente of 
uterine spasms upon the fetus. The results had to be kept clearly separated, 
according to our basic distinctions between armored and unarmored organ-

isms. We know from ampla clinicai evidence that if the pelvis is unarmored 
the rest of the organism is also free of major immobility; and that if the 
peivis is armored there always also exists armoring in other segments of the 

organism. 
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To return to our mother She enjoyed the embrace without fear or re-
striction. She could "ler herself go" completely and had her regular orgastic 
discharges; her whole bearing and expression corroborated this conclusion. 
Only a slight oversensitiveness in her middle abdominal segment could be 
found; it was easily removed. 

In the psychological realm there was an inclination toward an exaggeratedly 
idealistic attitude regarding motherhood and children. The prospective 
mother beamed with the cxpectation of bearing a "healthy child," of raising 
it to manhood or wornanhood in only joy and delight. She seemed not fully 
aware that bearing and rearing children is a major and often painful task. 
When this was mentioned to her, she seemed confident, in fact a bit too con-
fident regarding the job ahead. She also seemed to idealize her husband 
beyond the actual reality. They had, so she said, no conflicts at ali, they were 
most happy together, etc. The examining physicians knew from reports by 
their chief social worker that not ali was or seemed as rosy as the mother 
preferred to present it. The husband, a kind and handsome fellow, was in-
clined to verbal pornographic expressions; he had some ser ideas about social 
and cultural matters which were not quite in agreement with his wife's bio-
logical structure. He also seemed to enjoy her idealization too much. 

Ir is essential not to evaluate the parents in "absolute" cernis of an "abso-
lute" health with regard to an "absolutely healthy" child; on the contrary, 
such an attitude of absolute perfectionism does, as will clearly emerge later 
on, cause much harm not only to the conduct of the parents but, of first 
importante, to the preventiva educational undertaking itself. The ideal of an 
"absolute" health and an "absolutely healthy" child contradicts the reality in 
which the child has to grow up. Ir most probably also contradicts the natural 
process itself which never is and never can be perfect according to the ideais 
of man. The setting of absolute ideais in medicine ar education precludes 
propor evaluation of what is and what is not possible to achieve. It will, most 
likely, break down at the first impact of a major obstacle in the way. 

In this particular case, as in other cases, the mother as well as the head 
social worker in charge of the case were in danger of failure because of this 
idea of absolute health. It is a general human character trair which we will he 
kept pondering about for quite some time. We shall later realize in what 
manner these first impressions of the mother actually began to exert their 
influente upon the infant in the wrong direction. 

The staff which was te take tare of the mother consisted of: 
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One physician, a medicai orgonomist; 
his tio move supervise the etno- 

tional status of the mother during pregnancy, 	
any blocking which. 

might have appeared at any time in any part of the organism. 

Another medicai orgonomist 
who had specialized in the observation of 

small children and had had rich experientes with his own son, at that time 

four years old. 
One orgonomically trained social worker; 

she was to be in touch with the 

mother frequently enough to detect any emotional ar physical deviation from 

the physiological. 
One obstetrician 

who was ony to deliver e baby; he was willing to 

cooperaw with the orne in whatever was felt n

th
ecessary to secure unimpeded 

development of the child. 
Another medicai orgonomist, 

who had performed a brilliant rescue opera-

tion in one special delivery, was to stand by and to take charge in case of 

delay ar complication of delivery. 

One mother; 
she was to learn how much can be taught to other mothers 

in groups about delivery and nursing. 

One may ask at this point: 
Why this com plicated machinery for the delivery 

of one ingk baby? 
The answer is this: Since nothing whatsoever is known 

about the effects of bio-energetic and emotional disturbances on pregnancy 

and delivery, ir was necessary to have as any 
skilled workers as possibk 

standing by to make the observations and step in if necessary. ft is of little 

use to have a psychologist who knows nothing about orgonotic streamings 
and an obstetrician who, merely mechanically oriented, delivers a baby, if 

that baby is to be studied in regard to its emotional devclopment. It was nec-
essary to have severa' orgonomically well-trained specialists pool their knowl-
edge in arder to miss as little as possible during the crucial period. ft seemed 
decisive to give the whole project the correu start. Even divergences ia opin-
ions of the severa] observers could be expected to reveal major problerns 

during the prersatal and the postnatal period. 
Reports on the behavior of the mother were obtained from different sources. 

In this manner, what was common observation could be distinguished from 

what might have beca an 	i indivdual emphasis; and also the reactions afta  the 

differcnt workers could be studed at the same time whik they were i 
	n

tact with the mother. 
One of the two social workers, for instante, hecame severely disturbed 

when, during the first exarnination, the mother told the examining board 
that she en;oyed full genital gratification in the crnlarace. This social worker 
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was at that time in an acute state of frustration, and she broke into crying. 
Thus we Iearned how the personal emotional status of a social worker can 
be affected by cerrain disclosures in a particular case. Such things of course 
happen wherever human life is handled medically ar educationally. The good 
physician or social worker knows what goes ao subterraneously in such con-
tacts. The rigid and well-armored physician ar social worker, ao the other 
hand, does not know ir or he discaras it as "not belonging"; he may even get 
angrv if suei/ "personal interferences with the job" occur. Accordingly, the 

literature is bare of any inquiry into the role piayed by the emotional ume-
tures of the specialists involved. 

Here is the report of the social worker some six weeks hefore the actual 

delivery: 

If you are Mterested in my personal impression of Mrs. L and how she is 
carrying the baby, I can say I think it is excellent. Her whole attitudc about 
htr baby is rernarkable compareci to any of my previous experiente. Her whole 
being seems saturated with happiness and contentment. She sits and radiates, 
and one freis good and dose to the living in her presence. I feel very aware of 
the baby as though it were a member of the group. She doesn't secm anxious 
about anything. When discomfort or pain connected with childbirth is men-
tioned, she doesn't seem the least disturbed. When she learned that G's baby 
had died, she reacted warmiy and sympathetically, but with no sign of identifi-
cation or fear. She Iooks wonderfuily healthy and his had no edema or negative 
physical symptorns to my knowledge. She appears to have a good understanding 
of what the Orgonomic Infant Research Center is about and seems whole-
heartedIy for it. 

Here is the report by the chief social worker, fifteen days after delivery: 

Baby had its first bath on the I lth day—seems to leve it; gurgles and moves 
in the water. Is startled if taken ou: of water too quirkly (pulls shoulders 
back). 

Very active with head movements, is able to hold head up by itself; when 
held upright moves head froco side to side. Turns head and moves eyes 
according to sound and rnovements of people in the roam. Appears to focus 
and coordinate eyes and follows objects as they move. 

Has frequent hiccups, practically after every feeding. Also spits up milk; 
mother said this happens only when having bottle, but it was observed hy us 
to do it also after hreast feeding. 

Mother relates that at first the baby would eat very frequently (evcry hour) 
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from breast. It would go to sleep at breast and start crying as soon as mothcr 
tried to put it back in crib. The bottle formula (which is given irregularly) 
was strengthened and the baby calmed down and seemed to have needed 

added nourishment. Mother rcalized she is tense at times which is influencing 

Me milk flow. Baby at times sleeps for longer stretches during the night only 

if mother holds it in her arms. This tires mother out. Mother says baby likes 
breast bettcr than bottle but takes tu the bottle also easily. Baby gained 11 

ounces the first week, 10% ounces the second week. Oral orgasm observed 

only during the first three days. Baby still eats at least every there hours, 

usually more often. 
Baby was observed by us while it was lying awake in its crib. Its color and 

body warmth were good at first; later, extremities seemed pale and cool. It 

started having hiccups which lasted for quite some time. Its chest seemed 

hard ("bird cage"); it would hold it in inspiration: Inhalation long, exhala-

tion short, ~cato and irregular. The baby seemed restless on the whole. 

When having a bowel movement, the stool was loose and projectile—catne 

out with a terrific force, messing up the crib. Face became contorted, pulled 

up legs. The father was "playfully" pulling its legs and arms which made 

baby seem even more uncomfortable. ("You be good or 111 punch your 

nose.") 

The sccond report four days later reads as follows: 

Baby's age: 19 days: 

Baby had been having a cold for the last two days. The breathing seemed 

obstructcd; it was noisy and shallow and quick. The breathing has so far 

only seemed to be reaching the upper chest, but not dou•n to the belly. The 

noisy breathing ceased when it was sleeping peacefully in my arm for one 

half an hour; the chest was moving very rapidly, however. 

Generally Me baby seemed restless, fretful and unhappy. Would be at the 

breast only for a short time; perspired when sucking. (Often does, according 

to mother.) Holding it would only satisfy it for a short while, then it would 

take breast for a short period, then sleep for brief time, etc. Usually its crying 

was whimperish, rather weak. Only once did it really yell out with any force. 

Baby does not like to lie on belly but does sometimes lie on its lide. At 

times it seems soothed by lying on its belly over the mother's knee while 

having its back stroked. 
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Mother uses bottle frequently during the night: however, the baby wants 
to sleep in mother's arms ali night. 

Mother stated that caring for Me baby was far more difficult Man she had 
anticipated. Had some kind of a doll ides. It gives her anxiety and she feels 
at times at a loss as to what to do to satisfy the baby. Mother says baby often 
seems more restless at night and will cry, pull kgs as if it had cramps 
(colic? ?). 

Overal! impressions: One difficulty with Mrs. L is that she has a tendency 
to want to relate everything as "wonderful." This was noted throughout the 
pregnancy: 1t is an unrealistic, Pollyanish attitude which covers up honest 
facts. She will usually only admit difficultics in the past tense. The same 
holds in her relationship with and perception of her husband. A consequence 
of this attitude is the fact that the mother now feris surprised and over-
burdened by Me demands of the baby. She admits she resents Me amount of 
time and energy she has to give to the baby, although she says Mis was only 
so in the beginning. Furthermore, because everything is not just wonderful 
right now, we can probably anticipate resentment on her part toward the 
OIRC because we want the real facts. 

Mr. L appcars to be somewhat lacking in sensitivity toward the baby. He 
manipulares its body rather roughly to show it off and is in danger of taxing 
the baby beyond its limits so that he can prove its "health." He is also rather 
aggressive and dominating with his wifc who, however, talks very praisingly 
about her husband and says she is more in lave with him now than ever. 

Mrs. L's mother-in-law continues to be present practically every day and 
also sleeps there nights, although she does not live with the L's. According 
to Mrs. L, she has worked out a very satisfactory arrangement with her 
mother-in-law who helps her with the housework and shopping. Mrs. L has 
beco urged to handle the baby herself but from some of the things she says, 
it scems that the mother-in-law takes care of Me baby a greta deal too. Mrs. L 
states that she could never have managed everything had it not beco for her 
mother-in-law. Mrs. L scems definitely dependent upon the bottle; will she 
give up the breast feedings for the bottle? 

Sumrnary: 

Something had gane wrong. The baby was uncomfortable, and noborly 
seemed to know why. It was only hinted that the mother did not seem to 
function too well. The job of motherhood appeared to be far more difficult for 
her than she had anricipated. 
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Was the mother not as well adjusted to her biological function as we had 
assumed? Or was there any other, hidden reason for the difficulty ? 

We know that no such problems usual!),  tuim up in rnedical pediatric work. 

The child is given its chemical "routine shots." If the mother feels uncomfort-
able, she is advised to do this or that, to take it easy, to relax, to stick to a 
schedule, etc. To search for the rocas of the evil in a disturbance of the contact 
between mother and child is rarely thought of. A week latem the following 
report carne in from the chief social worker: 

I talked today with Dr. M who saw the L's yesterday. He was not satisfied 

with Mrs. L, felt that she was tense, had anxiety; her eyes seemed dull. Dr. M 
confirmed the impressions given in earlier reporrs. When Dr. M questioned 
her, Mrs. L admitted her difficulties in the past, but said that everything was 

ali right now. 

It was then decided to let the parem, together with the infant, travel to 
Orgonon for a thorough interview and examination of the situation. It is clear 
that to learn all the details in such a situation in a single family is far more 
important than doing research superficiiilly with hundreds of babies. For a 
long time to come, the task must remain on a pilot research levei. The further 
development proved this approach to be correct. 

The parents brought the baby to Orgonon when it was Eive weeks and four 
days old. These were the basic points of the interview: 

Q: Do you (mother) have contact with the baby? 
A: Yes, frequently, but sometimes I don't. 
Q: How do you know when you have no contact? 
A: I don't seem to be afile to be at case with the baby-1 don't seem to 

hold ir the right way, and then the baby does not seem comfortable, it hecomes 
anxious and unhappy. 

The mother had contact with the baby most of the time, but she also kncw 
when she had lost contact. Here the first dangerous miscomprehension of 
"health" manifested itself: 

The mother seemed to feel guilty over not being a "healthy" mother, over 

not fulfilling her task in lhe OIRC when her contact with the baby was bad. 
And the baby apparently responded to the lack of contact with discomfort. 
What then was wrong here ? The temporary lack of contact, or the guilty 
feeling about not having contact? Ohviously the latter. It is natural that a 

mother at times !ases contact with her child for a brief period. It is a sign of 
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an alert and clive structure w KNow WHEN contact is lacking. To have guilty 
fcclings about it does not seem to belong here. Why should a mother feel 
guilty if she temporarily has no contact ? And what do such guilty feelings 
do to her organism, and through her organism to the baby? 

Such questions bother many a mother in many countries. The orgonotic 
sense of contact, a function of the orgone energy field of both the mother and 
thr child, is ur'known to mem specialists; however, the old country doctor 
knows it well. 

Orgonotie contact is Me most essential experiential and emotional &mear 
in Me interrelationship between mother and child, particularly prenatally and 
during the first days and weeks of life. On it, basically, the future fate of the 
child depends. It seems to be the core of the emotional development of the 
newborn infant. We know very little about it yet. Ler us, therefore, explore 
it further. 

The next problem in the interview was to find out whot Me disturbed 
contact did to Me child. 

Interviewer: It is to be expected that the child will feel uncnmfortable if 
your contact is absent. The important point is that you clearly know when 
you do not have contact. An armored mother most likcly would not know 
it, and thus could not change the situation. Let inc ask you a few questions 
to find out: 

1. Why you lose contact; 
2. How you yourself react to the loss of contact, and, 
3. What happens to the baby when you Jose contact. 
How do you know what the baby wants when it cries? 
Illother: ft cries differently according to what ir wants. I have learned how 

to distinguish it. At times I am not surgi; I then try different things until I 
have found out what it wants. 

lnterviewer: You are right there. With full contact established, the mother 
knows what the baby wants. But we must gel away from the idea that every-
thing should be perfect, that you should have contact all the time. that the 
haby must always be happy and healthy. The main thing is not whether or 
not the child ar times feel uncomfortable, but whether ar not you know why 
it suffcrs and can pull yourself and the baby out of it. Health, in other respects 
also, does not consist in never being unhappy or always being healthy, but, 
basically, in whether ar not the organism is capable of pulling out of unhappi-
ness and iliness. These ideais about an "absolute happiness" and "health" 

I*' 
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should he given up outright. They are mystical, no good and cause rnuch 
harto. h is to your crcdit as a well-functioning mother that you are aware of 
yuur own occaaional depressions. Do you know warr you get depressed? 

Mother: At times I frei strongly that I am bound down, overburdened by 
cariug for the baby. I did not know when 1 expected the baby that it would 

mean so much hard work. 
Inc.: It is quite natural for a young, lively mother to feel the burden and 

tu resent it at times. You cannot go dancing whenever you'd like to. and yuur 
time is not quite your own. It is also natural that, in your joyful expectation 
of having a baby, you overrated the pleasure of having a baby and undcr-
cstimated the burden you would have to carry. Ir would be very strange if you 

did not feei resentment against the haby at times, ar if you did not know ir 
and blocked it off. To he unaware of these human attitudes would constitute 
a serious danger to yourself and to thc baby, emotionaily. Therefore, do not 
worry abour losing emitiu at times or disliking the baby off and ou, How-
ever, I feel that thcre is more to it. Don't you frei that you do not quite live 
up to the demand of bcing a "healthy mother"? Don't you feel that a 

"healthy" mother should have a "perfect" baby and should rever he depressed 

or distressed? 
Mother (her eyes suddenly brightening up and her face. pule before. flash-

ing): Oh, yes, 1 Feel burdcned by the obligation to Se always healthy and 
perfect. I feel that I do not comply with the expectations people have in this 
case with regard to the baby. 

Int.: Now fiais is crucial. In addition to the natural reaction against being 
bound by the baby, vou feel obliged to comply with certain expectations as to 
health and perfect behavior. This is an unriccessary depression. It is bad for 
you and bad for the baby. Who expects so much of you? 

Mother: Being une of rhe "healthy mothers" under the cate of the otite, 
I frei 1 must not fail as a mother. This depresses me. My hushand always 
hoasts of how healthy a haby we have, and liais is not quite true. My baby is 
not quite healthy. I know it and I do not know why. I do my best and it does 
not quite work. My baby had a cold when it was two wceks alei and since 
then it is not well although the cold is long gane. 

int.: We shall go into that very soou. First your husband. [ To Me !Met.] 

Do you have contact wirh the baby ? Do you like it ? 
Father: 1 lave it 	The bala,/ always smiles at me; I have good contact 
[There was a peculiar ring in the father's statement about thc 
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Int.: What do you mean with "it always smiles at you"? Why should It? 
Fathrr: 1 pull the baby's legs, make it stretch, make certain sounds it 

likes . 
Why should the father stretch the baby's legs? 
Int.: You should not experiment with the baby. Do what the haby wants, 

but do not do rhings wirh the baby only because you like it. just be with the 
baby. Enjoy it, don't "watch" it for watching's sakc Stay in the back-
ground 

The mother confirmed that she had to stop the father at times. 
Int.; Do many 'acople come to visit your !tome? Do they interfere with 

your procedures? What about your mother ? 
Mother: Feople come at times to see the baby, but I do nor let (hem handle 

the baby. My mother-in-law helps out . . 
The eyes of Me mother wcnt hlank tu this rnoment. She was asked what 

her relationship to her mother-in-law was like. The experienced orgonornist 
could not have failed to notice the change in the mother's behavior. She 
seerned blocked in her expression, she wcnt a shade paler. Then, very hesi-
tatingly, she said that very often she had to asseia herself against her mother-
in-law, to tell her to stop commanding and to let her decide herself. She 
complained that the grandmother's expression and “touch" with the baby 
was not always right. 

She was advised to keep the grandmother off the child more, and, if she 
felt that the infant sutlered, to handle it herself without the grandmother's 
assisrance at ali. She should ler herself be guidcd in this matter by whethcr ar 
not the child felt comfortable and by nothing cise. As long as the child 
enjoved contact with the grandmother, it was ali right. 

The mother then related that circumcision of newborn male infants 'riram 
so rnuch to rhe people in the neighborhood and to her relati ICS in the urdi 
town where the L's lived. Family and neighbors could not understand why 
the child was not circumcised. Circumcision seerned to have a peculiar mean-
ing to ali those people who had insisted on the baby's being circumcised. h 
secmed as if the circumcision of the chila served a strong emotional need in 
the grownups rather than any other consideration. 

The situation had beto especially complicated with the mother's parenrs. 
She had not had the courage to tell them that the child had not becn circum-
cised; she had toId them that lhe child had beco circumcised "in arder to 
have peace." The mother sees her parenta only very rarely and they would, 
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shc assured us, have no influente on the child. Still, it remained a riddle why 
the mother had not told the truth. We can clearly see that without the con-

nection with the OIRC the mother would have yielded to her parents' expecta-

tions and that a severe injury would have bcen inflictcd upon the child. 
The qucstion now arose as to whether the parents wanted thc child to 

grow up as a jew. The mother dcclared that she would not: shc thought it 
immaterial since those national boundaries were artificial. The father insisted 
that hc was conscious of being a Jcw and he could not sce any reason why 
the child should reject the fact that he too was a Jew as he was growing up. 
He planned to teach the child about bis Jewish ancestors and traditions so 
that he would become a "good Jew," conscious of his heritage from Judaism. 

Here a conflict appeared to be developing between the father and the 
mother with regard to a major question conccrning the child's future. It was 
well known to the interrogators that such conflicts are apt to confuse the 
child, to cause conflict in its double dependente on father and mother; that 
the party which would lose out in this fight would rescnt it and feel subdued 
by the other. Here, the base of operation in the ~c was to be tested as to 
its strength of reasoning and its etliciency. The conflict between the parents, 
the mother being would-minded and the father being more nationalistically 
inclined, could only be solved by the "third factor," the cornmon functioning 

principie, i.e., the neTEREST OF TH E CHILD AND NOTHING BUT THE CHILD. Accord-

ingly, the physician tried to explain the standpoint of the otite. 
The mother as well as the father had of course a full right to their own 

feclings and opinions. However, the interrogating physician felt that the 
mother represented the interest of the child more completely than the father. 
The mother's standpoint still left the opportunity open for the child later to 
decide whether it wanted to be a jew or not. The father's view, on the other 
hand, left the child no choice hut would force it right from the beginning, in 
a phase when ir could not defend itself, into a certain cultural and religious 
partem which the child, deep down, might resent and want to reieet. 

Would the father, as fathcrs were accustomed co do some decades ago and 

still are wont to do, determine in advance whether the child should become 

a carpenter or a lawyer? The father said that he would of course never try to 
dn such a thing. Then, why determine right now whether the child should 

grow up as a Jew? At first the father caule] not sce the point. It seemed to 
him that being a jew was different from being a carpenter. He belicved that 
Judaism is somehow inherited, given by birth as it were. The counseling 
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physician denicd this. He said that children were born neither jews nor 
carpenters nor anything cise; that it was the environment with its precon-
ceived ideal which thought that way. The child was bom as nothing more 
than a plastic bio-energetic system, ready to pick up anything from the 
environment that was imprinted on its organism with some degree of per-
sistence. This would nor serve the child's development to independence and 
self-regulation which bot4 parents were wiliing to secure. Just as forced 
circumcision represents a most violem interferente with the inborn freedom 
of a person, the carly determination of what a child should or should nor be 
or become violares the child's rights by forcing it at its most plastic age into 
a certain preconceived direction. Judaism is ali right for whoever wants it. 
Judaism must be respected as any other bclicf held by people must be 
respected. There is nothing wrong with Judaism so long as it does nor 
interfere with the rights of infants and their natural development. ff the 

during its latem development, tended toward Judaism this would be 
perfectly ali right; it would then be the child's own choice. But nor now or 
during the first tive to ten years of its life. It may latem want to join the 
Carhoiic Church or the Moharnmedan Church or worship nature or feel free 
to just enjoy the would. The father's standpoint had nothing to do with the 
child's interest which alone should determine its growth. This was thc basic 
policy of the orne. No interest in state, culturc, religion, nationality, etc. should 
be permitted to influence the child's development_ Even the state gives its 
citizens the fuli right to determine themselves where they want their children 
born and even whether or nor they want to be citizens, except, of course, in 
the íands of the "liberators." Otherwise, the concept and meaning of freedom 
and self-regulation would be lost and nor worth anything right from the start. 

The father seemed now to realize the standpoint of the OIRC, hut emo-
tionally hc still adhered to his personal view. He promised to think matters 
over and reli latem on what conclusion he had reached. 

Beginning of armoring at the age cf five weeks 

We have learned in orgonomic medicine that most basic functions of later 
biopathies begin to devclop prenatally and immediately after birth. The psy-
chological approach, including the psychoanalytic, can reach down only to 
the age where language formed, i.e., to about the third gear of life. Beyond 
this age one must rely on the expressiva, emotional language and on Me 
orgonotic contact one can establish with die living system of the infant. 
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she assured us, have no influence on the child. Sul, it remained a riddle why 
the mother had net told the truth. We can clearly see that without the cora-
nection with the ame the mother ~lei have yielded to her parents' expecta-
tions and that a severe injury would have been inflicted upon the chila. 

The question now arose as to whether the parents wanted the child w 
grow up as a Jew. The mother declared that she would nor; she thought it 
imrnaterial since thosc nacional boundaries were artificiai. The father insisted 
that he was conscious of being a Jew and he could nnt see any rcason why 
the child should reject the fact that he too was a Jew as he was growing up. 
I-k planned to teach the chiid about his Jewish ancestors and traditions so 
that he would hecorne a "gooel Jew," conscious of his heritage froco judaism. 

Here a conflict appeared to hz' developing between the father and the 
mother with regard to a major question concerning the child's future. h was 
well known to the interrogators that such conflicts are apt to confuse the 
chiid, to cause conflict in its double dependente on father and mother; that 
the party which would tose out in this fight would resent it and feel subdued 
by the other. Here, the base of operation in the otite was to be tested as to 
its strength of reasoning and irs efficiency. The conflict between the parents, 
the mother being worid-rninded and the father being more nationalistically 
inctined, could only be solved hy the "third factor," the common functioning 

principie, i.e., the INTEBEST OF Ti-{E CHILD man NoTHING Bur nes: CHILA. Accord-

ingiy, the physician tried to explain the standpoint of rhe Mac. 

The mother as well as the father had of courseright to their own 
feelings and opinions. However, the interrogating physician feit that the 
mother represented the interest of rhe child more completely than the father. 
The mother's standpoint still left the opportunity open for the child later to 
decide whether it wanted to he a Jew ar not. The father's view, on the caber 
hand, left the child no choice hut would force á right from rhe beginning, in 
a phase when it could not defend itself, into a cerrain cultural and rdigious 
panem which the chiid, deep down, might resent and want to relect. 

Would the father, as fathers were accustorned to do some decades ago and 

srill are wont to do, determine in advance whether rhe child simula hecomc 

a aarpenter or a lawyer? The father said that he would of course never try to 
do such a thing. Then, why determine right now whether the child should 
grow up as a lew? At first the father could not see the. point. Ir seemed to 
him that heing a jew was different from heing a carpenter. He believed that 
Judaism is somehow inherited, givcn by birth as a were. The counseling 
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physician denied this. He said that children were hora neither Jews nor 
carpenters nor anything cise; that ir was the environment with its precon- 
eeived ideal which thought that way. The child was boro as nothing more 
than a plastic bio-energeric system, ready to pick up anything from the 
environrnent that was imprinted ou its organism with some degree of per- 
sistence. This would not serve the child's development to independente and 
self-regulation which both parents were willing to secure. just as forced 
circumcision represenrs a most violent interferente with the ilibaria freedom 
of a person, the early determination of whar a child should ar shouId not be 
ar become violates the child's rights by forcing it at its most plastic age into 
a cerrain preconceived direction. Judaism is ali right for whoever wants it. 
Judaism must be respected as any other belief held by people must be 
respected. There is nothing wrong with Judaism so long as it does not 
interfere with the rights of infants and their natural development. If the 
chiid, during its later developrnenr, tended toward Judaism chis would be 
perfectly ali right; ir would then be the child's own choice. Bur not now or 
during the first five to ten years aí irs life. It may lazer want to join the 
Catholic Church or the Mohammedan Church or worship nature ar feel free 
to just enjoy the world. The father's standpoint had nothing to do with the 
child's interest which alone should determine its growth. This was the basic 
policy of the me. No interest in state, culture, rebgion, nationality, etc. should 
be permitted to influence the chiid's developtnent. Even the state gives its 
citizens the fuil right to determine thernseives where they want their children 
borra and even whether ar not they want to be citizens, except, of course, in 
the lancis aí the "liberatars." Otherwise, the concept and meaning of freedom 
and seihregulation would he lost and not worth anything right from the start. 

The father seemed now to realize the standpoint of the °MC, but emo-
tionally he still adhered to his personal view. He promised to think rnatters 
Ovef and tell later on what conclusion he had reached. 

Beginning of arrnoring et the age of five weeks 

We have Iearncd in orgonomic medicine that rnost basic functions cif later 
biopathies begin to deveiop prenatally and irnrnediately after hirth. The psy-
chological approach, including the psychoanalytic, can reach down only to 
the age where language formed, i.e., to about the [hird year of life. Beyond 
Chis age one must relu on the expressive, emocional language and ou the 
orgonotic comua one can establish with the living system of the infant. 
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The infant under investigation confirmed the fact that one must penetrate 
deeply enough to get at the source of the armoring. The infant had developed 
a bronchitis in its second week. Such happenings usually are registered under 
some heading such as "cold" or "sniffles" which "will pass by in due time 
with no further consequentes." Orgonomy proceeds differently. It asks: 

1. Why a cold should develop at ali; 
2. Whether any, bio-energetic functions are involved rn the cold; 
3. What the possible consequences of such an early cold are for the !no-

physical functioning of Me infant. 
Our infant was pale; its upper chest was "quiet." The breathing was noisy, 

and the chest did not seem to move properly with respiration. The expira-
tion was shallow and short. Bronchial noises could be heard on auscultation. 
Generally thc infant appeared uncomfortable. Instead of crying loudly, it 
whimpered. Ir moved little and looked 

First, it was to be established whether this restriction of respiration had 
immediately followed the cold. The mother confirmed that the child had had 
these "noises in the chest" ever since the onsct of the "cold." ft was clear that 
the chest had never quite relaxed since. 

On examination of the chest the intercostal muscles felt hard. The child 
seemcd oversensitive to touch in chis region. The chest as a whole had not 
hardened yet, but it was held in inspiration with the upper part hulging 
forward. No physician trained nnly in classical ways would have thought 

that anything was wrong. 
Upon slight stimulation of the intercostal muscles the chest softened. ft 

yielded softly but not fully to pressure downward. The infant immediately 
began to move vigorously; the hreathing cleared up appreciably and the child 

began to sneeze (bursts of sudden expiration), smiled, thcn coughed several 

times vigorously, and finally urinated. The relaxation increased visibly; the 
back, formerly arched, curved forward and the cheeks reddened. The noisy 
hreathing stopped. The mother was instructed that This first blocking of 
respiration was not too serious, hut that, however, it would recur. She should 

learn to bring the chest down hersclf whenever the blocking of respiration 
occurred, by gentle tickling stimulation of the intercostal chest muscles. The 
infant was afile to relinquish the blocking itself after the "first aid" had been 
rendered; therefore, thc hlocking could not be considered chronic at that 
point. But the parents werc told to watch out against the chest rigidity 
becoming chronic; it should be removed whenever it appeared. 

Theoretically this was a major new insight into cari),  armoring in infants. 
The "cold" itself could be comprehended as the result of a contraction (sym-
pathetic reaction) of the organism due to lack of contact with the mother. 
Such a contraction necessarily causes paleness, lowering of rhe peripheral 
charge and temperature, and, centered in the chest, "bronchitis," i.e., sym-
pathetic irritation of the hronchia with stronger secretion. Thus, a general 
bio-energetic disturbance is at the source of the local somatic symptom. The 
!atter in turn will increase the bio-energetic contraction and will impede full 
expiration. This in turn will cause anxiety and nervousness, which in tuim 
will make it more difficult for the baby to establish full contact with the 
mother. The mother, on her part, burdened with conflict and bad consciente 
as well as rebellion, will not quite succced in establishing fui! contact with 
the infant. Thus the vicious cirde is established which doses the cycle from 
first contraction, to a "cold," to inability to establish contact, to new coleis, to 
restriction of expiration, to lack of sleep, to anno).‘ince ,m the part of the 
mother, to irrational behavior, and so forth. This kind of vicious circle most 
likely constitutes the core around which later biopathic noxae gather like 
layers around a shell. h is these layers that we have to peel off later in adult 
biopat hics. 

The single somatic disease symptom now appears merely as a small cog in 
the big machine called "biopathy." The "cold" has its origin in a bio-energetic, 
i.e., emotional disturbance of energy equilibrium, and not in innocent "air 
germs" or unseen viruses. The "cold" in infants is an immediate expression 
of an irritation of rhe mucous membranes of the respiratory tract due to dis-
equilibrium of energy metabolism because of lack of orgonotic contact. Later 
on, chronically irritated mucous membranes may 	function independenrly 
of any emotional irritar ion. The bio-energetic disturbance becomes structural-
ized somatically in a "disposition to colds." 

These new insights are of the utmost importance in many ways: 
First, we obtain an important weapon with which we can get at the carly 

hackground of later chronic diseases. What is generally called "disposition to 
disease," appears now as tangible restrictions of bio-energetic functioning in 
early infancy. 

Second, we have learned that the orgonotic contact between mother and 
infant are of first-rank importance for an understanding of as well as for 
coping medically with early mishaps heretofore unrecognized. 

T hird, we are beginning to learn to read the language of the infant's emo- 
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tional expressiva, a most hopeful prospect. Thus we can hope with some 
degree of certainty that the fog now surrounding early infant diseases will 
slowly dissolve. 

It should be plainly stated that this is only a very rude beginning; it will 
take many decades and many workers in the field to master the onset of dis-
case in early infancy. 

The infant was brought back the next day for a demonstration beforc 
some 30 physicians, educators, social workers and taboratory workers. The 
rough respiration had rcturned to some extent. It was quite casy to remove 
the blocking this time and the child was able to scream loudly, whereas before 
it had whimpered only feebly. 

Ten days later the following report was receivcd from our chief social 
worker: 

The mother related that the baby was "blossoming" since it had bern 
brought to Orgonon. It had slept peacefully ali the way honre; formerly it 
could sleep only for very brief periods of time. It now sleeps at times all 
through the night or at least six to eight hours at a time. It eats with great 
vigor and cries heartily. When awake it smiles and "talks" frequently. The 
mother now is fully aware of the orgonotic interaction between herself and 
the baby. She feels well and confident. She does not sofrer froco loss of con-
tact, and the baby reacts with great pleasure to the bodily contact. The crying 
of the baby is much more forceful than before. h is also much more "demand-
ing." If its needs are not attended to immediately when it cries, however, its 
body tenses up and turns red, and it arches its back and holds its breath. 

The breathing continues to be noisy, usually when it is actively moving and 
kicking, not at ali when it is sleeping. The mother cries successfully to stroke 
the chest gently downward when the chest gets fixed in an inspiratory posi- 
tion, or 	tickle gently the intercostal spaces in the sides of the chest. The 
int,) 	it; the body gives way, it "caves in." But this has no immediatc 
effect on the noisy breathing. In general, the mother believes the chest still is 
somewhat high and held in inspiration. At times the breathing st dl impresscd 
the social worker as "desperate." 

The early blocking of respiration seemed to gain importance rapidly as 
more children were observed. Somehow the diaphragmatic region seemed 
to respond first and most severrly to emotional, bio-energetic discomtort. In 
the case of this special infant, the early bronchitis had complicated as well as  

helped maintain the respiratory block for an unusually long period of time. 
The infant was apparently on its way toward chronic armoring in the 
diaphragmatic region. However, it was hoped that continuous vigilante with 
regard to the noisy breathing which resulted from the respiratory blocking, 
and first aid applied as soon as possible by the rnother would in the end re-
move the threat of chronic armoring in the chest completely. With it, a 
certain form of "disposition" would be rernoved. 

From that time on, great attention was paid to the eariy history of armorcd 
small children in arder to determine whethcr or not the respiratory blocking 
is a preferred mechanism of early emotional disturbances in hfancy. It 
seemed entirely possible that a preferente for diaphragmatic blocking in early 
infancy has some relation to the great emotional excitability of the central 
plexus coeliacus which is located in the diaphragmatic segment. Other block-
ings would then have to be expected to spread upward and downward over 
the organism. This was now to be carefully studied. This outlook held great 
promises for early prevention of biopathic conditions. 

Three weeks later the attending medicai orgonomist reported that the 
haby was doing very well. h had doubled its weight and looked rather large 
for its age (the parcas were of rather small stature). The baby now gave the 
impression of round full limbs with a healthy pin!ásh color. It moved con-
stantly and vigorously. This seemed the outstanding impression. According 
to the physician's report, the baby's face seemed to retlect its actions: It con-
tinuously changed its expression from strength, to intensity, to softness, to 
smiles, etc. It often made pleasurable sounds and seemed fully aware of what 
was going on around it. Generally the baby now appeared vigoram, active 
and happy. 

But the noisy breathing was still noticeable most of the time. It stopped 
only when the baby became less active. The mother had learned to get the 
chest down in a playful way, when it became fixed high in inspiration. The 
baby seemed to enjoy the mother's help; it "caved in" and showed happiness, 
but this had no apparcnt effect on the noisy breathing. Neither did it scem to 
have a lasting effect on the chest as such which after a while returned to its 
high position. The abdomen felt slightly hard; it softened only when the 
haby was feeding. , 

However, the baby's sounds and crying were much frcer and fuller than 
the),  had becn three weeks ago before first aid was rcndered. Thcn, as we 
recai!, it was whimperish and staccato. The baby aiso sleeps for long stretches 
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and eats regularly at about every fourth hour. It eats ali kinds of fruit pastes, 
drinks juices, and takes vitamins. Bowel movement is regular once a day. 
Sometimes the lips quiver in oral orgasm after feeding. The mother takes 
the baby into the orgone energy accumulator once or twice dai!), for three 
to Eive minutes. The baby seems to have had enough by then; it becomes 
restless. Its body flushes strongly in the accumulator, without perspiration. 
The mother uses the accumulator regulariy herself; she has a "sinking, opera" 
feeling in the accumulator and feels that respiration becomes fuller. 

Thus the report of the assistant physician. A first substantial result seems 
to have been obtained: The baby had greatly improved. It ternained to be 
seen how and when the first injury it had sulIcred would turn up again er 
become worse. From now on it could be met with a piece of firm knowledge. 
This bit of knowledge would be extencled with further experiente. One thing 

appeared surgi by now No absolutes in terras of "health" could be applied. 
Rational infant rearing deals with many big and small troubles which turn 
up and must be handled skillfully. The armored parent will not sense the 
trouble, or, scnsing it, will be helpless, lacking immediatc orgonotic contact. 
The fairly mobile parent will sense the trouble and in some cases be able to 
render first aid. In most cases the trouble will remain untouchable because of 
lack of knowledge. The necessary knowledge in early infant care would nave 
ro be acquired bit by bit from many experiences and observations. A lc,rig and 
arduous task, indeed. But the only une that would carry some promise_ 

The problem still rematned unsolved as to how much of these fine and 
mos( spontaneous activities in a wordless human interrelationship which 
resist verbal expression could be taught to mothers, fathers, nurses and doctors 
at large. This question, too, would eventually, so it was hoped, find its 

proper answer, provided patience and careful unprcjudiced study are main-

tained. But now, in the end, the admonition appears essencial not to create 
from all this a new ideal of "perfect" orgonotic contact between mother and 
child. Let mothers just enjoy their habies and the contact will develop 

spontaneously. 	
November, 1950  

•-• 
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